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Dear Rovio has been the favorite mobile game for a huge amount of Battle Bay gamers, including hundreds of players who are active on a daily basis in Battle Bay's Facebook fan group Battle Bay World and Discord, and thousands in the game itself. More than 2 months ago, an update has been released, and since then we have never heard of the developers team anymore. We're feeling like the game is
being neglected by Rovio, especially after closing Battle Bay's official platform and removing the community manager from his duties. There are a few things in the game that the most active players are complaining about, and we need the developers team to take care of these issues and keep Battle Bay under our radar, as things used to be in the past. Battle Bay is a unique game, and it's very sad to see
how active it is being abandoned by Rovio, while the developers team was in the past. All Rovio needs to do is listen to what the community (fans) are complaining about, fixing these issues, maintaining the game like it used to be before, new stuff (maps, weapons, game modes, etc.) and Battle Bay will certainly have a better future with new players setting up games and thousands of older players, without
forgetting the daily presence of thousands of active players. Rovio, don't underestimate how great the great, unique, wonderful and beautiful battle bay is. For this reason, we need your presence in the game. Thank you. Fans of Battle Bay. With Serious Repair's last forum post, Battlebay's platform is officially closed to the community. From this player's point of view, the future of our favorite game is in
jeopardy! Let's hope the development team weather whatever stormy weather rovio management has sent its way. We also hope that this is not the beginning of the end! Please rally your clans and let them know that Battlebe Subredit is still active and could be a new home for those alienated from the stage closure. I blame the decline in play on the lack of advertising. After the global launch, I haven't seen
a glimpse of online advertising anywhere that's a sad thing since this game is one of the most interesting and fun mechanics found in any mobile game. *EDIT: Adding the last post of Gambhir: *Edit: Brace yourself, things can get worse. Rovio's interim quarterly report into the announcement is coming tomorrow. Rovio Entertainment Corporation will publish its first quarter 2019 interim report on April 25,
2019 at 8:30 A.m EEST. are tightening operations like they do letting community support go. IMO Rovio has fully managed battlebay's operations. Page 2 21 Comments Forums &gt; Bay &gt; Game Discussion &gt; Discussion in 'Game Discussion' Launched by Thunder Dragon, 9 February 2019. (You must log in or Here's the answer up.) The Bay &gt; Game Discussion &gt; Platform &gt; We've found that
JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to supported browsers to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Home Random Category Anime Art Resesses Bot Business Community Crypto Design Education Entertainment Esports Financial Fitness Dear Gaming Growth Hobby Investment Language LGBT Mature
Meme Military Music Political Programming Role - Playing Science Social Sports Streaming Tabletop Support Technology Writing YouTuber Login with Discord Your Server Blog Add answer To Twitter YouTube Battle Bay Rovio's first real time, multiplayer game. Choose a ship, slap some guns on it and battle live opponents in the team to take it to the waves with their fleet of teammates based
competitions of strategy and firepower. Smile and wave goodbye to your enemies! Invite bot offers bot: Don't steal moderation, utilities, music, profile systems, point systems, and more code, it's not worth it... Use for educational purposes, ask if you want to use any kindly, also help to improve it. We do this for the Community. Showing 1 to 9 results of 9
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